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Write Truly Great iOS and OS X Code with Objective-C 2.0!   Â    Effective Objective-C 2.0  will help

you harness all of Objective-Câ€™s expressive power to write OS X or iOS code that works

superbly well in production environments. Using the concise, scenario-driven style pioneered in

Scott Meyersâ€™ best-selling Effective C++, Matt Galloway brings together 52 Objective-C best

practices, tips, shortcuts, and realistic code examples that are available nowhere else. Â  Through

real-world examples, Galloway uncovers little-known Objective-C quirks, pitfalls, and intricacies that

powerfully impact code behavior and performance. Youâ€™ll learn how to choose the most efficient

and effective way to accomplish key tasks when multiple options exist, and how to write code

thatâ€™s easier to understand, maintain, and improve. Galloway goes far beyond the core

language, helping you integrate and leverage key Foundation framework classes and modern

system libraries, such as Grand Central Dispatch. Â  Coverage includes  Optimizing interactions

and relationships between Objective-C objects Mastering interface and API design: writing classes

that feel â€œright at homeâ€• Using protocols and categories to write maintainable, bug-resistant

code Avoiding memory leaks that can still occur even with Automatic Reference Counting (ARC)

Writing modular, powerful code with Blocks and Grand Central Dispatch Leveraging differences

between Objective-C protocols and multiple inheritance in other languages Improving code by more

effectively using arrays, dictionaries, and sets Uncovering surprising power in the Cocoa and Cocoa

Touch frameworks
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This is the best book I have seen regarding best practices for actually coding Objective-C. There are

endless books available on coding for iOS and OSX, but all simply gloss over the actual Objective-C

language. Many cover the basics, but none to date have gone into the detail this book does.I have

been coding for over 30 years, starting in Pascal, then C, then C++, then Java. Moving back to the

C world (via Objective-C) after years of Java was painful, but I'm getting good at it again. This book

is taking me to the level where I feel truly proficient at coding in Objective-C, not just "getting

by".The guidelines throughout this book are so useful that I'm refactoring my entire codebase to

implement as many of these guidelines as necessary.If you're like I was with Objective-C - able to

get things working, but all the while knowing you'd be a bit embarrassed if a "real" objective-c expert

saw your code, have no fear, this book will give you the knowledge to BE that expert.Hats off to Matt

Galloway for writing a concise, east-to-understand, invaluable book on Objective-C.

This book was a great read and mostly very informative. There are not many good books out there

that are both aimed at the intermediate/advanced level and are worth reading - but this is one of the

good ones.I personally benefited from the discussion of enum, object equality, object copying, class

clusters, associated objects, processing of unrecognized messages, method swizzling, errors and

exceptions, creating atomic getters and setters, other uses of GCD, etc.The one topic where I

thought the book spent a little too much time was memory management. Mostly because ARC

makes this such a non-issue most of the time. There were a few good tidbits, but some of the

chapters could probably be consolidated.I would recommend this book to anyone who already

knows Objective-C and iOS programming but wants to get a better understanding of certain

advanced topics.If you are just starting out, put this book in your wish list, then read other books and

gain experience first, then come back to this book. You won't be disappointed.

I am a self-taught iOS developer, and usually the only iOS developer on the team. Because of this it

is difficult to keep up on how other people are doing things, and what patterns are emerging as best

practices. This book is full of many great suggestions on how to make your code better, with good

solid explanations of why. When the author is stating an opinion he says so, and other times refers

the reader back to the Apple documentation that the recommendation is based on. I have adopted



several of the suggestions into my day to day coding. This is a great book that you should make

time to read.

the main challenge with objc/cocoa is that there are many different ways of doing things, none of

them easy, and you often get to see the repercussions of your choices only much later when things

are difficult to changethis book warns the reader about typical pitfalls and possible long-term

repercussions and the cumulative effect of the the choices made far in advance, and thus saves

plenty of time and effortone of the few exceptionally worthy books on the subject of objc/cocoa,

highly recommended

What a useful book. Teaches you principles any expert objective c and ios developer should know.

Highly recommended, one of those rare books that take you to the next level by being concise,

informative, and wrll written.

I primarily write software for iOS platform. I try to refactor my code that honors latest design

standards. It is not always easy to do so. Very few texts out there goes in depth explaining the nuts

of bolts of a programming language and its standards. Luckily Effective Objective C is one of

them.Chapters on Objective C run time , Blocks, GCD , API design are backed by good example

that are clean and easy to read.I would recommend this book to any developer who is looking to

hone their skills in Objective C and improve their app design.

This book holds a unique place on my bookshelf - it's a software book that can be read 10 pages at

a time, is always enlightening, and won't go out of style (until we all convert to Swift). It's the best,

most practical book I've bought in my iOS/Objective C development journey. The core premise of

the book is to cover topical areas (categories, blocks, GCD, et. al.) and provide both a fundamental

understanding of the topic, how to apply it, pitfalls, etc. It moved me past the intermediate/self taught

phase. I can't recommend it highly enough.

I have been developing in Objective-C for 5 years and I thoroughly enjoyed this book. The writing

style is engaging and easy to follow. There are quite a few gems inside. A few topics are pretty

simple, even for beginners. Some of the chapters are deep enough to have even advanced objc

programmers saying, "Oh, that's how that works!" A good example is the chapter on "associated

objects."While we are all learning how to do a Swift right, this will improve our Objective-C code.



Well done.
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